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sTarT 
of any- 
where

The year was 1991. a year of transformation and 

new possibilities, a year that changed everything. 

The soviet Union came to an end and Boris 

Yeltsin became russia’s first democratically 

elected president. nirvana released nevermind 

and brought grunge to the masses. The internet 

became available to everyone, and the first ever 

GsM call was made.

The last two milestones are especially poignant 

for us since we were instrumental in the advance-

ment of both. More than two decades later, 

these innovations have fully converged and 

are now the driving force behind a trend we call 

anywhereization.

always-on connectivity 
is eliminating the gap 
between here and 
there. We call this trend 
anywhereization. and 
it’s changing the way we 
do everything.

anywhereizaTion sTarTed 
in 1991 when GsM wenT live 

and The inTerneT becaMe 
open To everyone. 



Before GsM, mobile telephony was a wild pro-

liferation of analogue standards and protocols. 

This meant you could never be quite sure whether 

your phone would work on another network. GsM 

brought consistency and launched mobile phones 

into the digital era, paving the way for truly global 

mobile communication. 

The seed was sown back in 1991, and since then, 

the internet has expanded beyond recognition. 

The mobile phone has evolved, reinvented itself, 

coalesced with the Pc and spawned a generation of 

new devices that are neither phones nor computers. 

These devices have one thing in common – they 

are built around internet connectivity in a way that 

computers never were. an important shift has taken 

place. Previously, your device enabled you to get 

online, today, quite simply, you are online. 

brinGinG 
iT all  
ToGeTher

3G is reachinG new heiGhTs. 
in 2011, a briTish cliMber senT 
The firsT TweeT froM The 
suMMiT of MounT everesT. 

“anywhereization is not just a technological 

phenomenon,” says robert Timothy, segment 

Marketing Manager at Teliasonera international 

carrier. “We are witnessing the demise of 

distance. Our shopping habits, entertainment and 

even relationships have become truly global. With 

increasing reliance on the cloud, and in a world 

where @ and # are hard currency, ubiquitous 

connectivity is no longer a luxury – even at 

basecamp on Mount everest, which we connected 

to our mobile network already in 2010.”



billions 

of  

devices

The mobile device revolution is an important cornerstone of anywhereization. 

Mary Meeker’s 2012 internet Trends report* highlights a dramatic increase in both 

smartphone and tablet adoption. Global smartphone use grew 42% in 2012. in the 

Us, 29% of adults now own a tablet or e-reader, up from 2% in 2009.

While smartphones and tablets dominate, all manner of other devices are also 

coming online, including TVs, printers, hi-fi systems, picture frames, domestic 

heating systems and bathroom scales. it is even possible to buy a car with a built-in 

local area network and internet connection.

*www.slideshare.net/kleinerperkins/2012-kpcb-internet-trends-yearend-update

all kinds of ThinGs are 
going online – from cars 

To salad bars. 50 billion 
devices, or More, could 

be connecTed by 2020. 



Where there are devices, there is data. and data 

volumes are exploding. cisco’s visual networking 

Index* predicts that global IP traffic will increase 

fivefold over the next few years, and over 1 

zettabyte (1 billion terabytes) of data will be 

transported across global networks by the end 

of 2016. if that’s hard to comprehend, imagine 

the gigabyte equivalent of all movies ever made 

crossing the internet every three minutes. 

This comparison is even more pertinent con-

sidering that video will continue to be the major 

driver for internet traffic, in ever increasing 

volumes. By 2016, cisco forecasts that 1.2 

million minutes of video content will cross the 

internet every second. To put this in proportion, 

watching all the video that traverses the internet 

during one month in 2016 would take you more 

than 6 million years. 

naturally, there are implications for the telecoms 

industry. robert Timothy of Teliasonera international 

carrier says: “in the past, telecommunications 

meant predictability and control. Today, we don’t 

necessarily know when, or from where, traffic will 

come. every month we deliver 1 exabyte of data to 

more than 340 million broadband subscribers 

within one network hop. With growing reliance 

on the cloud, and in a world where online 

presence is no longer simply ‘nice to have’, we 

need to do it well.”

crossinG 
The   zeTTabyTe 
Threshold

*www.cisco.com/en/Us/netsol/ns827/networking  solutions  sub  solution.html

**www.cisco.com/en/Us/solutions/collateral/ns341/ns525/ns537/ns705/ns827/vni  Hyperconnectivity  WP.html

anywhereizaTion Means 
loTs of daTa. in 2016, 
6 Million years of video 
will cross The inTerneT 
each MonTh.



according to Mary Meeker, these developments 

herald a new era. an era characterized by a 

stunning magnitude of change driven by un-

precedented global technology innovation. We 

will have to reimagine most aspects of our lives, in 

a world of fearless and connected entrepreneurs 

and consumers. a world where consumers can 

get what they want whenever they want it, and 

entrepreneurs have plug-and-play access to 

everything they need for an effective and truly 

global marketplace. 

We will move, Meeker predicts, from an asset-

heavy to an asset-light lifestyle, using innovative 

services to pay for what we use, rather than 

simply owning expensive assets. This model, 

implemented already by spotify for music and 

amazon for e-books, will become ubiquitous, 

transforming everything from the way we manage 

our finances, to how we go on vacation or get 

our lawn mowed. There are already smartphone-

based services that turn anyone’s spare room 

into a hotel alternative*, enable on-demand car 

sharing between neighbors**, and give access 

to diverse domestic services such as grocery 

shopping and laundry***.

This is the era of anywhereization. and it’s just 

beginning.

This is the era of 
anywhereization. 
and it’s just 
beginning.

reiMaGininG 
our  world

anywhereizaTion is drivinG 
us towards an asset-light 
lifesTyle. now The library 

coMes To you.

*www.airbnb.com               **www.getaround.com               ***www.taskrabbit.com



another key aspect of anywhereization is the advent 

of the internet of Things (ioT)* and machine-to-

machine communication (M2M). John Humphreys 

of cloud management software company egenera 

outlines in Forbes how the internet of Things will 

radically alter our world**. He likens the ioT to a 

nervous system for the planet. 

in remote areas of africa, patients often need to 

travel long distances for medication. imagine if 

they could simply get it from a vending machine. 

Facial recognition could ensure the right medicine 

is dispensed to the right patient. and what if the 

same machine could dispense cash? a partnership 

between a bank and a hospital makes a lot of sense. 

cash and medicine are both high-value items with 

similar security and resupply requirements. One 

machine, two sets of independent functions. 

Welcome to the new world of M2M.

The challenge for carriers lies in supporting 

converging services. Delivering video, voice and 

data over a single network to meet diverse and 

constantly evolving needs. and doing so with 

absolute reliability. Because a life-saving vending 

machine can never be “Out of stock”.

sensinG  
The fuTure

*www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/internet  of  Things

**www.forbes.com/sites/ciocentral/2012/12/17/how-the-internet-of-things-will-change-almost-everything

anywhereizaTion never 
sTops. neiTher can The 

neTwork. everyThinG 
MusT be dependable, 

every second of every 
hour of every day.



 The  
neTwork 
is  kinG

networks will play a central role in everything that 

happens in the anywhereized future, which will be about 

data, capacity and speed. robert Timothy of Teliasonera 

International Carrier points to an Anywhereization “fire 

triangle” of mobile access, integrated mobile devices 

and sufficient internet bandwidth. “Fiber assets, a short 

upgrade path and end-to-end network control ensure 

consistent content delivery. Together with Infinera, we 

carried out the world’s first terabit optical transmission 

based on 500 Gb/s super-channels and continue to 

expand our network to meet the demand for content 

anywhere and not just somewhere.”

anywhereizaTion 
depends on a Massive 
infrasTrucTure. buT The 
elecTrons The inTerneT 
carries weiGh abouT The 
saMe as a sTrawberry.

“The future is already here – it’s just not 

evenly distributed.”
 

science fiction writer William Gibson 

wrote these prophetic words back in 

2003. The future is unquestionably here. 

and we’re working on the second part.
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